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ABSTRACT
A Question-Answer System (QAS) is a Natural Language Process-
ing (NLP) application whose purpose is to answer questions from
users by consulting one or more available knowledge bases. Classi-
fying the question posed by a user in a class of a predetermined set
has risks and advantages. On the one hand, the correct classification
reduces the scope of the search for the answer, generally resulting
in more correct answers and greater processing efficiency of the
QAS; on the other hand, an error in the classification reduces the
chances of the system recovering from this error in the later stages
of processing, thus resulting, almost always, in unsatisfactory re-
sponses. This work develops and evaluates a question classification
scheme for Closed Domain QAS. The experiments showed that the
approaches described for defining class and question classification
can be used successfully in QAS based on closed collections of
documents.
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1. INTRODUCTION
One of the common ways that human beings use to seek knowl-
edge and meet their need for information is through the formu-
lation of questions. Therefore, Question Answer Systems (QAS)
are increasingly common in the context of instant communica-
tion to facilitate the interaction between the producer and the
final consumer of information. There are basically two types of
these systems: those in which a question submitted by a human
user is answered by another human user and those in which the
question is answered by the machine. In this work, a Question-
Answer System (QAS) refers to a Natural Language Processing
(NLP) application whose purpose is to answer questions from
users formulated in natural textual language by consulting one
or more available knowledge bases. A human does not interfere
with the response.
There is a great effort to create efficient QAS systems which
present quick, short, precise and specific responses, and are
aware of the context, and which are able to validate the pre-
sented answer [19]. Studies on this topic seek to improve the
return of information, that is, given a question, the system must
return a coherent answer. Typically these responses are retrieved
from unstructured data (i.e. data that does not have a logical or-
ganization) such as collections of texts extracted from the web
or a set of local documents.
The working domain of a QAS can vary from a completely open
domain system, which proposes to answer questions from the
user on any subject, to closed domain systems in which the pur-
pose is to answer questions based only on a closed collection
of documents, usually small [14]. An example of the first type
are systems that use the Web as a base to extract knowledge
and generate responses, and an example of the latter type are

QAS aimed at serving the specific users of a company’s organi-
zational processes. The Web is an open base of general subjects,
constantly evolving, while the processes to be followed in an or-
ganization are registered in a fixed collection of documents that
only changes from time to time.
Developing a QAS for general questions is a very different job
than developing a QAS for the closed domain [9]. General pur-
pose algorithms that work well in the former generally do not
perform well in the latter due to the different properties of the
knowledge bases. In closed-domain QAS it is possible for the
specialist to analyze and model in depth because the knowledge
base is small and very specific, while this is not feasible in gen-
eral bases such as the Web [4].
In any case, the first step in a QAS is the analysis and under-
standing of the question. In this phase of analysis, classifying
the question by type or subject is of great value as this facilitates
the recovery of more correct and better expressed answers. There
are some general forms of question types such as the 6Wh [5]
collection (what, who, when, where, which, how much) that can
be useful, but classification by subject is desirable in many cases
and is heavily dependent on QAS knowledge base and purpose
[18]. A classification by type 6Wh is very useful in the syntactic
generation phase of the response while a classification by subject
is valuable in the information retrieval phase.
In this universe restricted to a closed collection of documents,
the performance of the classification by subject is closely related
to the modeling of the subject in classes. This work presents the
approach adopted to model the subject by classes and to clas-
sify the questions of a closed-domain QAS (CD-QAS) in order
to enhance a better accuracy in information retrieval. The exper-
iments show that the approaches described for defining classes
and classifying issues can be used successfully in QAS based on
closed collections of documents.
After this Introduction, Section 2 reviews related work and Sec-
tion 3 presents the context of the project and the methods used.
Section 4 presents the results of two experiments and Section 5
the conclusion.

2. RELATED WORKS
Some representative works of the approaches used to classify
questions in QAS are summarized in this section. A survey of
additional methods and references can be found at [18].
Work by [9] develops the design of a QAS to answer queries
from customers in the closed domain of the services of a
telecommunications company. Its methodology consists of ag-
gregating semantic information in the knowledge base through
keywords and headwords to improve the information retrieval
module. The project is developed manually and does not include
question classification or expansion.
In [4] a question classification scheme in just three broad cate-
gories is proposed and evaluated. The classification procedure in-
cludes analyzing the syntactic structure of the question and thus
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suggesting the syntactic pattern and types of expected answers.
Thus, evaluating on a public dataset, the work shows that even
with a small set of question categories, the algorithm is able to
classify questions with competitive results with those of the state
of the art. The work allows the authors, in the end, to suggest
more general syntactic patterns for questions than the Wh types.
Grammar-based syntactic pattern recognition is also a technique
used to categorize questions [13]. The approach consists of de-
veloping general grammatical rules and categories or, for spe-
cific domains, exploring the grammatical structure of the ques-
tion. Classes are defined by standards formed by grammatical
categories corresponding to terms in the text. Then a grammar is
constructed to explore the structure of the question and to clas-
sify it. The idea is that a grammar allows integrating a priori
domain information about each question category in the tagging
and classification phases. The experimental results for the spe-
cific domains tested are promising.
This work [20] focuses on how to extract and select different fea-
tures adapted to different types of questions. Based on this idea,
the authors build a method using a feature selection algorithm
to determine the appropriate features for different types of ques-
tions. Guided by this result, they design a new type of feature
based on question patterns. Tests using the SVM classifier on the
TREC dataset benchmark resulted in an accuracy of 95.2% and
91.6% for coarse and fine-grained datasets, respectively, which
are better compared to the previous studies considered in the ar-
ticle.
Semantic analysis techniques were also used in the work [10]
to enhance improvements in the classification of questions. The
authors shows that, for this type of application, semantically en-
riched syntax trees that are structurally more oriented towards
task semantics can substantially improve classification and in-
formation retrieval performance.
The approach followed in this work uses some of the ideas pre-
sented in this section. Specifically, semantic knowledge of the
target closed domain is associated with keywords and question
patterns to generate the proposed classification procedure.

3. METHODS
3.1 Context
The question classification task dealt with in this work is in the
context of the development of closed domain QAS whose func-
tional diagram is shown in Figure 1. At the macro level, the IR-
based QAS is composed of three modules [1]: query process-
ing module, processing documents (information retrieval) and
response processing module. After receiving and pre-processing
a question with the already standardized pipeline of removing
stop words, stemming and standardization, the question process-
ing module performs two relevant operations: question classifi-
cation, object of this work, detailed in the next subsection, and
question expansion or reformulation [6].
The second module is document processing where information
retrieval (IR) takes place to build a response to the user. In this
project, the knowledge base (KB) is composed of two sets of
documents in XML format: text documents (KB1), which define
the closed domain that is the object of the QAS and a duly vali-
dated question and answer base (KB2). A strategy for recovering
passages (text passages) from KB1 or responses from KB2 that
meet the user’s information needs should be developed based on
these two sources of information. In this context, we are faced
with a problem of information retrieval in closed document col-
lection [7].
Finally, the third module is the response processing. It receives
a set of passages from the IR module, possibly ranked by some
criterion and must merge this information with information re-

Fig. 1. Functional block diagram of the Closed Domain Question-
Answer System (CD-QAS) being developed.

ceived from the question analysis module to finally select and
format one or more responses to the user.
Note that the correct classification and expansion of the question
is an essential and critical step that determines the success of the
QAS functioning. It is critical because it is very difficult for sub-
sequent modules to recover from an error in the classification or
expansion of a question. Classification with reject option is be-
ing used to alleviate this problem [21]. Reject option is useful
when the cost of misclassification is high and there is an alter-
native processing path. This must be considered in the design of
the question expansion and the IR procedure. The next section
presents the proposed classification procedure. This work does
not address the problem of question expansion or reformulation,
nor the alternative processing of the questions rejected by the
classifier.

3.2 Question classification
Question classification is an instance of the short text classifi-
cation problem [11]. The challenge in this task comes from the
little semantic content contained in a short utterance. Figure 2
presents the general idea of the semantic model used for the
knowledge base of the CD-QAS, for either the collection of doc-
uments and for the question-answer base, which is also consid-
ered, as a whole, a document.
The model is a semantic tree, inspired by [9], in which the root is
a collection (col) consisting of documents (doc) with the internal
units of the documents, such as chapters or sections, grouped co-
herently into semantic (cat) categories. A category can be formed
by a set of classes with some affinity from the point of view of
understanding of the users’ domain or language. Categories, in
fact, are broad classes. A class, in turn, is formed by groups of
texts (groups), each dealing with a different subject, but which
share some common property. Texts are the smallest units of in-
formation retrieval used in the model. The modeling procedure
must take care that the segmentation in text units will not result
in ambiguity of belonging to more than one group.
In this text, the initial knowledge base will be denoted KB,
KBs will denote the semantically enhanced knowledge base
composed of KBs1 (domain documents) and KBs2 (question-
answers document). When developing a project, KB2 can be a
set of questions-answers prepared by a domain expert for the
purpose of the project, it can also be the use of a pre-existing
FAQ (frequently asked questions) or a collection of QA carried
out on the Web for the purpose.
The modeling procedure consists of segmenting documents into
basic units of text, called passages, grouping them into mutually
exclusive groups, organizing them in the semantic hierarchy and
associating keywords (keyphrases) at each level of the semantic
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Fig. 2. Semantic model of the knowledge base used in the CD-QAS
implementation.

tree. Then sets of classes and categories to cover KB1 and KB2
must be engineered by the expert to complete the model.
A procedure for the automatic generation of classes and cate-
gories has not yet been developed in this project. In closed do-
mains this can be done ad hoc by a specialist. A good practice,
which proved to be effective in the project, is to initially asso-
ciate significant keywords at the class level and use hyperonyms
and hyponyms of these at the category and group levels, respec-
tively, always considering the vocabulary of the domain. In the
current phase of the project, keywords and keyphrases are also
added based on expert knowledge.
The proposed classification procedure is described in Algorithm
1. This algorithm essentially traverses the semantic tree in the
bottom-up direction after finding cos(p, pass()), which is the
cosine similarity of the TFIDF [12] representations of question
p with each text passage pass(). It allows to consider weights
(
∑

wi = 1) and costs (
∑

ci = 1) of classes and categories
that can take into account knowledge of the domain or imbalance
of the knowledge base [16]. It is a variant of KNN semantically
weighted (weighted KNN) [2] and when all weights and costs
are equal it executes simple KNN.

4. EXPERIMENTS
The method was evaluated in two experiments with knowledge
bases from different sources. The first is a publicly available
question-and-answer base about Covid-19. The second is a pro-
prietary knowledge base of an authors project. The performance
metrics used were Precision, Recall, F1 and Accuracy as they are
classically defined [12]:

Prec =
TP

TP + FP
,

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
,

F1 =
2(Prec×Recall)

Prec+Recall
,

Algorithm 1 Question classification procedure pseudo-code us-
ing semantic information.

Input: A question p for classification at the cat level, a seman-
tic model as described in this section and the KBs Knowledge
Base pre-processed.
Output: A question category, cat(p).
p← preprocessing(p)
for i ∈ Cat do

for J ∈ Class(i) do
for k ∈ pass(j) do

sclass(i, j, p) =
wj × argmaxk{cos(p, pass(j, k))}

end for
scat(i, p) = ci × argmaxj{sclass(j)}

end for
cat(p) = argmaxi{scat(i)}

end for

and

Acc =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
,
where TP = true positive, TN = true negative, FP = false pos-
itive and FN = false negative.
In these experiments, the performance of the proposed algo-
rithm, semantically weighted 1NN (swKNN) [2], is compared
with Multinomial Naive Bayes (mNB) [12] as this was the one
that presented the best result in preliminary tests with classifiers.
Classification with reject option was not implemented in the ex-
periments in this section.
Implementation: Processing was programmed in Python using
resources from the numpy, NLTK [3], Sklearn [15] and GenSim
[17] libraries, where convenient.

4.1 Covid-Q dataset
Covid-Q is an English language dataset of questions and answers
about the Covid-19 virus and syndrome collected from several
open pages such as Quora and Yahoo Answers [22]. These are
questions issued by humans and answered by humans. The orig-
inal file contains inconsistencies such as unanswered questions
and also uncategorized question-answer pairs. After subtracting
these two cases, the dataset used in this experiment has the char-
acteristics listed in Table 1: 16 categories with each category sub-
divided into classes totaling 93 classes with 693 question-answer
pairs. The experiment here used only the category level. For clas-
sification at this level, the author in [22] reports that the BERT
[8] classifier achieves 58.1% accuracy when trained with 20 ex-
amples per category. This makes it a challenging dataset.
Note, however, that the categorization of question-answers does
not mean that an answer actually meets what the question asks or
that the recorded response to one question is not satisfactory to
answer another question. The same question can be expressed in
several ways. In this experiment, since the Covid-Q dataset has
no texts, KB1 was taken as the question file and KB2 as the set
of answers.
Tables 2 and 3 show the results of the experiments for the clas-
sifiers mNB and sw1NN, respectively, when using different ver-
sions of the knowledge base: the original base before the seman-
tic improvement (baseline - KB), only the base of the questions
(KBs1) , only the answer base (KBs2), and with all the semanti-
cally improved knowledge base (KBs).
Discussion: 90 questions were used in the test in the leave-one-
out modality. In summary, three main points can be highlighted
in the comparison of these two tables. First, that the preprocess-
ing of the Covid-Q dataset raised the accuracy from 51.8% pub-
lished by the author to 68% and 70% respectively, in the base-
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lines of Tables 2 and 3. Second, that the partial knowledge bases
KBs1 and KBs2 are both necessary to obtain better results. And
third, that semantic improvement is effective in improving clas-
sification results. Finally, comparing the last lines of the two ta-
bles, it is clear that the proposed algorithm is superior to the
multinomial NB, which gave the best results among the tested
standard algorithms. The precision gain was 5%.

Table 1. Information about the Covid-Q dataset
used in the classification experiment.

id cat # class # qa pairs
1 Individual Response 5 27
2 Symptoms 0 0
3 Nomenclature 4 22
4 Comparison 4 30
5 Speculation 1 43
6 Reporting 4 36
7 Societal Effects 3 101
8 Economic Effects 3 13
9 Origin 7 11
10 Prevention 15 44
11 Testing 7 28
12 Having COVID 4 21
13 Treatment 6 47
14 Transmission 22 215
15 Societal Response 6 43
16 Other 8 12

Total 16 93 693

Table 2. Question classification performance for
the Multinomial NB (mNB) classifier as a

function of the knowledge base used for the
Covid-Q dataset.

knowledge base Prec Recall F1 Acc
baseline (KB) 0.68 0.66 0.67 0.68

KBs1 0.79 0.64 0.71 0.72
KBs2 0.79 0.67 0.72 0.71
KBs 0.86 0.89 0.87 0.88

Table 3. Question classification performance for
the semantically weighted KNN classifier

(sw1NN) according to the knowledge base used
for the Covid-Q dataset.

knowledge base Prec Recall F1 Acc
baseline (KB) 0.76 0.65 0.70 0.70

KBs1 0.85 0.80 0.80 0.81
KBs2 0.80 0.74 0.77 0.76
KBs 0.91 0.89 0.90 0.90

4.2 rgMacc dataset
The second experiment is part of a Question-Answer System
(QAS) project under development by the authors as described
in Section 2. The document base is the normative regulation of
the MACC (Academic Master in Computer Science - UECE), in
brazilian portuguese language, and the QAS must answer ques-
tions from students and candidates during the selection process.
The normative regulation was formatted as an XML file with
each chapter, article, paragraph or caput being considered as a
document (text passage) candidate for recovery in response to a
question.

For the tests and for the formation of KB2, students and can-
didates were asked to prepare 200 free questions that were pro-
cessed, labeled and answered for use in this classification module
and in the other stages of the project. Table 4 shows the classes
and the number of documents, including questions, answers or
paragraphs of the normative regulations present in the knowl-
edge base. Of these, 20% were set aside for testing, chosen at
random, ensuring that you have at least one question from each
class. The tests were performed in the leave-one-out mode.
Tables 5 and 6 show the results of the experiments for categories,
that is, for binary classification (aca = academic, adm = admin-
istrative).
Discussion: The same conclusions found for the Covid-19
dataset were confirmed here. Of particular note is the fact that
the gains in precision and accuracy were more than double those,
reaching 13%.

Table 4. Information about the RgMacc dataset used in
the classification experiment.

id cat class # qa pairs # texts
1 adm Organization 14 8
2 adm Collegiate 13 20
3 adm Coordenation 16 21
4 adm Committee 17 34
5 adm teachers 3 1
6 aca Selective process 13 24
7 aca Course 9 16
8 aca Curricular plan 20 32
9 aca Assessment 7 9

10 aca Conclusion 10 23
11 aca Title 4 8

Total 2 11 126 196

Table 5. Question classification performance for
the Multinomial NB (mNM) classifier as a

function of the knowledge base used for the
RgMacc dataset.

knowledge base Prec Recall F1 Acc
baseline (KB) 0.56 0.83 0.67 0.67

KBs1 0.57 0.66 0.67 0.67
KBs2 0.57 0.67 0.67 0.67
KBs 0.75 0.67 0.71 0.67

Table 6. Question classification performance for
the semantically weighted KNN classifier

(sw1NN) as a function of the knowledge base
used for the RgMacc dataset.

knowledge base Prec Recall F1 Acc
baseline (KB) 0.56 0.83 0.67 0.67

KBs1 0.63 0.71 0.67 0.67
KBs2 0.63 0.71 0.67 0.67
KBs 0.88 0.78 0.82 0.80

5. CONCLUSION
This paper examined the question classification task for the de-
velopment of a closed-domain CD-QAS when the knowledge
base is composed of two types of information: some documents
and a question-answer base. CD-QAS makes this a challeng-
ing task because the knowledge base is limited and there is not
enough diversity of cases to train a classifier with wide coverage.
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The proposed approach consisted of modeling the knowledge
base as a semantic tree and associating keywords and key ques-
tions in the various subject categories both in the texts and in
the question-answer pairs. The results on the datasets used in
the tests showed that these semantic devices generated advances
of more than 40% accuracy on the performance of the baseline
method and 13% when the proposed sw1NN classifier is com-
pared with multinomial NB.
In continuation of this work, it is intended, in the future, to ex-
pand the method to take into account syntactic properties of
the question using grammars. These techniques have already
been used successfully in other works [4, 13]. Another work
in progress is a procedure supported by topical analysis (semi-
automatic) to generate sets of classes and categories for small
knowledge bases. In addition, the full potential of tuning the
weights and costs of Algorithm 1 has not yet been explored.
The problem of segmenting documents written in natural lan-
guage into passages that fall into mutually exclusive groups is
not trivial. One of the future works is to program this CD-QAS
so that groups can share passages without compromising the ac-
curacy of the system.
Another promising step in the evolution of this project is to mi-
grate all processing to the embeddings domain. Significant gains
are expected at all stages provided by this semantically enriched
representation.
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